
PLACEMENT
Algebra I



The Objective
This test is used to help determine initial placement for students who are new to the Saxon Math program.  It contains
problems from 7th grade math through pre-algebra to determine their placement within the math program more
effectively.Students who have missed math concepts in their previous study may be better served beginning one
textbook lower.  Exceptional students can be well served when they are placed at levels consistent with their
competencies.  This test is not intended for use with current Saxon students.

The Rules
Allow the student to work until he/she cannot complete any more problems.
The student may not use a calculator during the test.
The student should work independently without coaching or other assistance.
The student should show all of his/her work.  Look over the student's work carefully as you grade the test.
Use the placement guide provided along with sound judgement to help you place the student in the most
appropriate book.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Score
Mark the problem numbers the student got correct.

(    )  21
(    )  22 
(    )  23
(    )  24
(    )  25
(    )  26
(    )  27
(    )  28
(    )  29
(    )  30

(    )  31
(    )  32 
(    )  33
(    )  34
(    )  35
(    )  36
(    )  37
(    )  38
(    )  39
(    )  40

Total correct 21 - 40              
Total correct 41 - 60              

Math 8/7

16 or more in each section indicates
readiness for Algebra 1.

If problems 21 - 40 have more than 18 correct and problems 41 - 60 have less than 10 correct, student should be
enrolled in PreAlgebra.  If students get less than 10 correct in each section, (21 - 40 or 41 - 60), they should be enrolled
in Math 8/7 or lower. [Math 8/7 is not currently offered through Edugrafx but is available as curriculum from Saxon
Math.]

If the student gets all of the problems correct, have them take the placement for Algebra 2.

(    )  41
(    )  42 
(    )  43
(    )  44
(    )  45
(    )  46
(    )  47
(    )  48
(    )  49
(    )  50

(    )  51
(    )  52 
(    )  53
(    )  54
(    )  55
(    )  56
(    )  57
(    )  58
(    )  59
(    )  60

Pre Algebra



Round 7.49362 to the nearest thousandth.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt died in office in 1945 at the age of 63.  In what year was he born?

Eric ran 8 laps in 11 minutes and 44 seconds.  How many seconds did it take Eric to run 8 laps?

A one-quart container of oil costs 89¢,  A case of 12 one-quart containers costs $8.64.  How much is saved per
container by buying the oil by the case?

Ricardo ran the 440-meter race 3 times.  His fastest time was 54.3 seconds.  his slowest time was 56.1 seconds.  If
is average time was 55.0 seconds, what was the time of the third race?

The perimeter of a square is one yard.  What is the area of the square in square inches?

The perimeter of the square equals the perimeter of the regular pentagon.  Each side of the pentagon is 16 cm
long.  How long is each side of the square?

Find the volume of the triangular prism shown.  Dimensions are in millimeters.

The sale price of an item on sale for 40% off is $48.  What is the regular price?

A bag contains 3 red marbles, 4 white marbles, and 5 blue marbles.  If one marble is drawn from the bag, what is
the probability that the marble will be blue?

Write a fraction equal to         with a denominator of 6 an a fraction equal to          with a denominator of 6.  Then
add the fractions.

Evaluate    x    -  xy  -          if x = 2 and y = 0.5

Forty percent of what number is 60?

Only three-tenths of the print area of the newspaper carried news.  The rest of the area was filled with
advertisements.  What percent of the print area was filled with advertisements?
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

34.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

31.

33.

35.
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The first flock contained 5283 birds. The second flock contained five times as many birds. The third flock had twice
many birds as a second flock. How many birds are there in all?

The whole batch cost $28,000 and contained 140 items. Write the two rates implied by the statement. What would
be the price for 200 items?

For four hours Sam traveled at 40 mph. Then we increase the speed to 60 mph and drove for another three hours.
How far did he go in seven hours he traveled?

The ratio of roses to snapdragons was 4 to 5. If there were 26,000 roses on the float, how many snapdragons were
there?

The number of red frogs exceeded the number of blue frogs by 80. The number of green frogs was 20 less than the
number of blue frogs. If there were 120 blue frogs, what was the sum of the Reds, the blues, and the greens?

Six times a number is 45 greater than the product of the number and -3. Find the number.

If 200 is increased by 130%, what is the resulting number?

Find x.

 Find the surface area of this right solid. Dimensions are in centimeters.

3  + 3[2  (   49  - 2  )(3   - 2  ) - 2  ]

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

54.

56.

58.

59.

60.

What What is the volume in cubic meters of the right solid whose base is the figure
shown on the left and who signs are 200 cm tall? Dimensions are in meters. All angles
are right angles.

Write 0.000387 in scientific notation.
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3 3 2222 Reduce to lowest terms:  102 
 170 

Convert 250.025 to a mixed number.

Use two unit multipliers to convert 144 square feet to square miles.  Round any decimal answer to two places.

Evaluate:         p +                  if p = 16, m = 4, and x = 3 x 
 p 

m



21.   7.494

22.   1882

23.   704 seconds

24.   $0.17 per container

25.   54.6 seconds

26.   81 square inches

27.   20 cm

28.   30,000 mm

29.   $80

30.   36

31.   10

32.   3

33.   0.0075

34.   11

35.

36.   

37.   

38.   -3

39.   150

40.   70%
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Answer Key

41.   84,528 birds

42.   $40,000

43.   340 mi

44.   32,500

45.   420 frogs

46.   5

47.   460

48.   

49.   736 cm

50.   800 m

51.   3.87 x 10

52. 2602.142857

53. 5

54. 9232.51

55.

56. 69

57.

58. 250

59.   5.17 x 10    mi

60.   2  3 
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